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Why Teams? Theory and Lab 
• Social identity

– A person’s sense of self derived from group 
membership

• Theory: 
– Tajfel and Turner (1979, 1986)
– Akerlof and Kranton (2000, 2010)

• Lab: effects of intergroup competition
• Eckel and Grossman (2005): VCM
• Chen and Chen (2011): minimum effort coordination
• Goette, Huffman, Meier and Sutter (2012): dark side
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• $25 or up per loan (zero interest)
• $516 million in total 
• 1.2 million borrowers from 73 countries, 
• 1.5 million lenders across 208 countries  
• Repayment rate > 98%



Distribution of Number of Loans

• Few lenders made many loans; 
• Many lenders made few loans; 
• One-third of users never made a 

loan
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How do we increase lender participation?



Kiva Lending Teams

• Why lending teams?
– Premal Shah: make Kiva “as fun and compelling as 

possible”
– Atheist team captain: “The whole idea of teams in the 

Kiva context implies there should be competition.”

• Lending teams created in August 2008
– 22,322 lending teams as of February 2012
– Heterogeneity among teams
– 43% of teams have not made a single loan in the past 

12 months.
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Team Competition: Leaderboards
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Teams as Social Groups
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Share a common statement: “We loan because …”
Intergroup competition: Kiva leaderboard
Communication: dedicated forum



Does joining a team increase lending?
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Team Membership and Lending Activities

• Does joining a team increase lending?
– Yes, 1.2 loans ($30-$42) per lender per month 
– Chen, Chen, Liu and Mei (2014) : API, data dump

• Why? 
– Team forums: 

• Coordination: share borrower URL
• Competition: goal setting

– Field experiment using forum messages

• 82% Kiva users do not belong to any team
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Hypotheses

• Users will be more likely to join teams if we 
make “good” recommendations

What’s “good”? 
– Location similarity: homophily
– Loan history similarity: homophily
– Leaderboard positions: bandwagon

• Users will lend more after they join teams



Experiment Design: Sample Selection

• Field experiment: May 2014

• Sample selection criteria:
– Have made at least 2 loans in the past 6 months
– Haven’t joined any team
– Have location information in their profile
– Allow marketing email, set their pages public

• 69,845 users met these criteria



Eight Experimental Conditions

1. Control: no contact
2. Team awareness: “team exists” email
3. Location popularity + explanation
4. Location popularity + no explanation
5. Lending history + explanation
6. Lending history + no explanation
7. Leaderboard + explanation
8. Leaderboard + no explanation



Eight Experimental Conditions

Treatments: 3*2 factorial design
• Algorithms

• Location; lending history; leaderboard
• With or without explanations



“Team exists” email

(Experimental Condition 2: Team Awareness)



“Team recommendation” Emails

• Other lenders who live near 
you enjoy being a part of 
these teams 
– (Treatment 3)

• Based on your past lending, 
people who have made 
similar loans enjoy being a 
part of these teams  
– (Treatment 5)

• Some of the most popular 
teams are 
– (Treatment 7)

• Here are a few teams you 
may want to check out 
– (Treatment 4,6,8)



Recommendation and Joining Teams

1/3 emails opened: Highest proportion 3.5% (Location with Explanation)





Treatment Effects on Joining Teams

• Every treatment except “Team-Exist” did 
significantly better than the control

• Location with explanation has the largest 
effect (2% more likely) compared to the 
control

• Among those who opened email, 
two treatments did significantly better than 
the team-exist treatment:
– Location-explanation
– History-explanation



Treatment Effect on Lending (all lenders)

For those who joined a team, their average lending amount per day 
increased by $230 in the one-day window, by $44 per day in the 7-day window.
The effects wear off after the 7-day window, probably because of account balance.



Joining Recommended Teams (opened)

Among those who opened our emails,  
• Some joined a recommended team: 

$3 more per day in the 14-day window ($42 more in total) 
• Some joined a team we did not recommend: 

$13 less per day in the 14-day window ($182 less in total)



Lessons Learned

• Team recommendation emails significantly increase 
the likelihood a lender joins a team compared to the 
control
– Location + explanation has the largest effect

• For those who joined a team, their average lending 
amount per day increased by 
– $230 in the one-day window
– $308 in the 7-day window 

• For those who joined a team:
– Recommended team: Positive effect
– Otherwise: negative effect



Kiva and Wikipedia

• Similarities
– Public goods provision

• Kiva: poverty alleviation
• Wikipedia: free knowledge and information

– Challenges: peripheral to core
• Kiva: activate inactive lenders
• Wikipedia: sustain contribution of editors, esp. new editors

• Differences
– Kiva: money, substitutes
– Wikipedia: time and effort, complements



1. WikiProject Recommendation

• Research question
- What are effective mechanisms to retain new editors? 

• Proposal
– Recommend new editors to teams or WikiProjects

based on their interests
– Compare [online group only] with 

[online+offline group]
– Offline group example: Michigan Wikipedians

• Researchers
– Yan Chen, Rosta Farzan, Bob Kraut, Qiaozhu Mei, 

Iman Yeckehzaare



Experimental Design

• Varying two factors: 4*2 factorial design 
– Tenure (interest) diversity
– [Online only] vs [online + offline]

• Offline groups
– Work with large introductory-class instructors
– Introduce students to editing
– Randomly assign 

• Some to online groups
• Others to online + offline groups



Hypotheses

• New editors assigned to a WikiProject are more 
likely to contribute and stay active, compared to 
those in the control 

• New editors assigned to more diverse teams 
(both in terms of tenure and interest diversity) 
are more likely to contribute again 

• New editors assigned to a WikiProject with an 
offline group are more engaged and productive, 
compared to those assigned to online-only 
groups



2. ExpertIdeasBot
(Chen, Farzan, Kraut, Yeckehzaare)

• Involve scholars who have published in specific  
domains to contribute to improve Wikipedia 
articles in that domain

• Inferring expertise: Google Scholar page
• Matching experts with Wikipedia articles
• Invite scholars to comment on Wikipedia articles 

in a protected environment (our server)
• ExpertIdeasBot will post expert comments to 

Wikipedia talk pages



Thanks!
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